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It is well established that the zero shear bulk viscosity of all amorphous polymers

is dwectly proportional to the molecular weight below a critical low molecular weight ~

and above this molecular weight increases as the 3.5 power of N&. This effect manifests
W*

itself on the NMR proton spin-spin relaxation time (T2). For polydimethyl siloxane the

break in the proton T2-molecular weight curve occurs at about M=50000 g/mol and ~ is

about 30000 glmol tim viscosity measurements. Thus, there is a direct connection

between the critical molecular weight representing the influence of entanglements on the

bulk viscosity and other properties and the spin-sprn relaxation time of amorphous

polymers. Therefore, the entanglements must modulate the segmental motions so that

even in the&noiphous state they area major reason for the incomplete motional

narrowing. This effkct would then be ikrther accentuated with cross-links, filler, etc. For

high molecularweights in the amorphous stat% polymer chains exhibit both liquid-like

and solid-like pro&rties from the point of view of NMR meaiu.rements. The liquid-like

properties are manif~ed in the high fkquency segmental motions. The solid-like

properties are a result of residual dlpolar couplings caused by incomplete motional

narrowing.

We have applied spin-spin relaxation time measurements to probe the dynamics

of PDMS chains having different amounts of cioss-links and filler. The spin-spin

relaxation decay curves are shown in Figure 1. As we can see, the transverse

magnettilon decay is a ii.mction of the cross-link density as well as the filler

concentration. It decays f~er for the sample containing the highest cross-link density

and filler conce&ration than for the sample containing no filler and a low cross-link

,denshy. This result is just an indication of a more ‘solid-like’ behavior for the sample

containing more constraints, and a more ‘liquid-like’ behavior for the sample containing

fewer constraints.
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@ “’sNext, we carried out T2measurements for the counterparts of these samples that ‘Hi

have being aged under thermal treatments and that have shown changes in their

mechanical properties. Figure 2 shows the magnetization decay for the sample with high

cross-link density and 10’?!Oof filler aged at 90C for 60 days. As we can see, the decay

became faster for the aged sample compared to the unaged one. This effect is explained

in terms of a reduction in the polymer chain dynamics, which translates to a stiffer

sample. This result is in agreement with mechanical tests done for these samples. From

the 29SiMAS NMR spectrum obtained for the unaged sample, we have detected two

* small peaks at -3 and -6 ppm. These resonance lines have been identified as the ones

from catalyst that was used to vulcr@ze these samples. However, these two peaks are

not present in the 29SiMAS NMR spectrum obtained for the aged sample. Consequently,

we infer that the aged sample became stiffer as a result of a small amount of catalyst lefl

over during the curing process. As the sample was heated at 90C for 60 days, the catalyst

reacted to forma few more cross-links. With respect to the sample with a low cross-link

density and: ~O%’filler,the magnetization decay for the aged sample shows the opposite

behavior (see Figure 3). Or in other words, the magnetization deciiy became slower for

the aged sample.when compared to the unaged one, which implies that the former sample

became softener. Once more, it is worth mentioning that this result is in codormity with

the latest mechanical tests done for this sample. From 29SiMAS NMR spectruq we

propose that the aged sample underwent degradation by cleavage of the Si-C bonds.

Subsequently, we have carried out spin-spin relaxation measurements for S5370

and two stockpile return parts. The magnetization decay curves are shown in Figure 4,

and they are very similar. 29SiMAS NMR spectra obtained for these samples show that

their chemical composition is also very similar (see Table 1). We have also investigated

the effect of thermal treatment for S5370. The magnetization decay as a fi.mctionof the

time that the sample was heated at 115C in air is shown in Figure 5. As we can see, no

‘aging’ effects were detected for S5370 under these conditions.

The next set of NMR tests that we have started is the cross-polarization

experiment (CP). Up to now, we have applied this technique for investigating the 29Si

magnetization for silanol species present in fimed silica. The dependence of the 29Si

magnetization on t,hecontact time for silanol species is shown in Figure 6. The rise of the



.

magnetization is due to the cross-polarization by protons. We propose to pdorm CP

experiments for the DC745U sample, where fimed silica is one of the fillers. The

presence of nearby protons from the polymer chains to the surface of the filler should

influence the 29Simagnetization growt~ when compared to the one for the filler alone.

Consequently, this technique should allow us to directly probe the interface

polymer/filler. These experiments as well as Tz measurements, 29Si,13CMAS NMR are

under way for DC745U.

Overall, this study shows that solid state NMR is a valuable tool for determining
* structure as well as changes in the chain dynamics of solid polymers.
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Figure 2- Aged PDMS (high cross-link density and 10% filler)
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Figure 4- S5370 and two return parts.
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Figure 5- S5370 aged at 115C in air for a total of 53 hours.
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Table 1. Chemical composition calculated from 29SiMAS NMR:

Si species

Me

HO-Si-O- 1

Me
Me

I
MeO-Si-O-

Me
C5335 ,

Me-Si-O-

C6A5

-!

-Me
I

-O-Si-O-

Me
0

I
-O-Si-O-

Me
OH or

O(CHZCHJ
I

-0-Si-O-

I&!

Filler

Chemical 0/0 of total 940 of total % of total
shift 3 (ppm) signal signal signal

S5370 ‘none’ aged ’839

- -11

(From -10.3 to -
12.2 ppm)

- -12

-21.9

2.7% 2%
(this could dSO

come from the (same)
other two groups

listed above)

75% 80%

2.6%

(same)

77%

-66.8
(- -66) 9?! 7’% 7’%

-58
(- -57)

Small
amounts

no small
amounts

-1 IO broad peak 13% 12% 12%

Table 2. Chemical composition calculated from 29SiMAS M for DC745:

c-l



Si species Chemical VO of total VO of total
shift 3 (ppm) signal signal

DC745 new DC745
aged*

Me

-0-Si-O- 1 -22.1 82% 82%
Me
o

I
-O-Si-O-

-66.8 Small Small
(- -66) amounts amounts

JJe
Ph or vinyl

-0-Si-O- 1
-33.9

About 2% “About2%

IJe

-110 broad peak About 12’%
Fill& -107.4 sharp peak ikmed siiica and

3% quartz

* The aged sample was heated at 250C for a total time of 59.5 hours in air. T2

experiments show an decrease in the dynamics.
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